Canadian Hybrid Tournament 2019
Packet D.txt- Written by
Tossups
1. One of these figures outwits a king by asking for as much land as he can cover in three steps. One of
these figures is born in a prison and carried over a storming river by his father. The festival of Onam
celebrates one of these figures. One of these figures rescues Mother Earth from the bottom of the Ocean.
Kamsa is defeated by one of these figures, while another goes on a genocide after (*) his cow is stolen. The
first of these figures helps out the first man, Manu, and the last one will herald the end of times. Matsya, Kurma,
and Varaha are the first three of these figures, the ninth of whom serves as Arjuna's charioteer during the Battle
of Kurukshetra. For 10 points, identify these ten incarnations of the Hindu preserver god.
ANSWER: avatars of Vishnu (or "dashavataram")
2. In 2014, this game attracted controversy due to its similarities with a 2010 game developed by Albert
Ransom. This game is the most successful game from a company that also produced games such as Miner
Speed and Scrubby Dubby. Characters in this game include Mr. Yeti, Odus the Owl, and (*) Tiffi, which is
short for Toffette. Powerups in this game include the Bomb Cooler, Colour Bomb, Jelly Fish, and Lollipop
Hammer. The central objects of this game have variants including a teardrop-shaped yellow variety, a square
shaped green variety, and a bean-shaped red variety. For 10 points name this “freemium” mobile puzzle game
developed and published by King that features confections.
ANSWER: Candy Crush Saga
3. In one work, a king journeys into the mountain kingdom to carve a massive one of these animals,
which he puts his memories into in order to bring it to life. Another work by the same author is named for
the ‘keepers’ of these animals and is set in the realm of the Elderlings, a race of this animal. Devan
Lochees is known for writing a book titled for the mating habits of these creatures. In (*) The Name of the
Wind, one of these creatures is killed by Kvothe (Quoth) in the town of Trebon. A merchant gifted three of these
creatures’ eggs at the wedding of Khal Drogo to a woman whose title would eventually become “mother of
[these creatures]”, Daenerys Targaryen. For 10 points, name these mythical beasts which are typically depicted
as flying reptiles which breathe fire.
ANSWER: Dragons (accept similar things like Draccus, Drakes, Wyverns, accept Elderling until mentioned)
<AF>
4. Content warning: Rape.
A character in this novel says she likes Jane Withers more than Shirley Temple, because Temple dances
with Bojangles. This novel’s sections are titled after seasons, and it opens with three excerpts from a Dick
and Jane book with first periods, then spaces removed. This novel is set in Lorain, Ohio, and its central
character is blamed for killing Geraldine’s favourite cat. After seeing this novel’s protagonist scratching
herself with her toe, the protagonist’s father (*) rapes her. The narrator of this novel, Claudia MacTeer,
plants marigold seeds believing that will save the protagonist’s child, but the child dies and the protagonist
subsequently descends into insanity. That insanity leads the protagonist of this novel to believe she acquired the
title physical feature. Pecola Breedlove appears in, for 10 points, what novel by Toni Morrison?
ANSWER: The B
 luest Eye
5. While dining at an expensive restaurant in one film, a character played by this actor exclaims “lunch is
on me!” and holds up a baggie with a dead roach inside. In another film, a paranoid movie star played by
this actor is filmed while believing they are truly being stalked by aliens. That film is Bowfinger. In
another film, this actor is hired by the Duke brothers in an effort to settle their nature vs nurture debate.
That film is Trading Places. This actor’s only Oscar nomination came for his role as declining singer James
Early in Dreamgirls, while this actor’s portrayal of loose-cannon detective Axel Foley led to solo film stardom.

For 10 points, name this former SNL c ast member known primarily for comedies like Shrek and Beverly Hills
Cop.
ANSWER: Eddie Murphy
6. In a recent Champions League playoff game, this team staved off elimination with a 91st minute goal
before a pair of goals in minutes 108 and 110. A player for this team holds the European major club
record for fastest five goals ever scored in a game. This team lost a Champions League final 2-0 in a
match where Diego Milito scored both goals for the opponent. This team was defeated 3-2 on aggregate in
a (*) 1993-94 UEFA Cup first round game against heavy underdogs Norwich City. This team lost three straight
Champions League semi-finals in 2014-16 against three different Spanish teams, and also lost both the 2010 and
2012 Champions League finals. Canadian Alphonso Davies plays alongside Thomas Muller and Manuel Neuer
on, for 10 points, what Bundesliga team from Bavaria?
ANSWER: Bayern Munich
7. The triangle-heavy third movement of one symphony by this composer begins with the notes
C-B-A-G-F-G and is marked allegro giocoso. An F major symphony by this composer unusually has every
movement end quietly. The E major middle section of the finale of this composer’s last symphony ends
with a flute playing a short scale ending on D sharp before the main theme of the (*) chaconne re-enters.
This composer’s fourth symphony opens with a motif of descending thirds and ascending sixths, while his third
symphony is based on the phrase “Frei aber froh” and opens with an F-A flat-F motif. For 10 points, name this
German composer of four symphonies and a famous Lullaby.
Answer: Johannes Brahms
8. A remixed version of this song includes the lyrics “My white girl got me turnt up off the Jameson/ The
percocet kicking in, the xan with just ten”. The guest verse on that remix is by Ty Dolla $ign. Producer
Diplo offered a reggae arrangement of this song to both Rihanna and Nicki Minaj before settling on the
final version. The singer of this song asks (*) “what will we do when we get old/ will we walk down the same
road”. The music video for this song shows the singer dancing on top of a bus in India with the group behind
this song. The lead singer of this song declares “blow a kiss, fire a gun” before stating that “we all need
someone to” do the title action. For 10 points, name this song featuring Danish vocalist MØ, by Major Lazer and
DJ Snake.
ANSWER: “Lean On”
9. This leader attempted to get a submarine of a neighbouring country to torpedo the RMS Queen
Elizabeth 2. In 1987 this leader announced a “Revolution Within a Revolution” that began a period of
economic and social liberalisation. A year after gaining power, this leader tried to buy a nuclear bomb in
a meeting with Zhou Enlai. This person came to power by overthrowing King (*) Idris as-Senussi in
Operation Jerusalem. The nation led by this person was bombed in 1986 in retribution for the West Berlin
Discotheque Bombing. This person welcomed the Lockerbie Bomber back to their nation after the bomber was
released in 2009. For 10 points, name this Colonel who ruled Libya from 1969 until being overthrown in 2011.
ANSWER: Muammar Mohammed Abu Minyar Gaddafi (or Muammar al-Gaddafi)
10. This number is the largest all-harshad number. This is the maximum number of significant digits in a
decimal number that is guaranteed to be fully represented in a 32 bit floating point number. Applied at n
equals 2, the equation central to the Euclid–Euler theorem gives this number. In two dimensions, this
number is the solution to the kissing problem. The quantity sigma over r all to the this power gives the
attractive term in the (*) Lennard-Jones potential, and this number is the smaller of the two in an alternate
name for that potential. The number one-one-one in this base system is equal to the decimal 43. For 10 points,
name this first perfect number and number of faces on a cube.
ANSWER: 6

11. An article published in Fantasy Review s ubtitled “Sympathy for Superman” claimed that this
character was inspired by Adolf Hitler. Upon the death of this character, their aiúa is directed by the
artificial consciousness Jane to a living body before the ansible shuts down. This person wrote a
biography of the Pequenino Human, as well as of this character’s brother, The Hegemon. This character
produced those works while fulfilling their role as (*) Speaker for the Dead. This character is a rare “Third”,
born after siblings who write under the aliases Locke and Demosthenes. During his completion of war games led
by Mazer Rackham, this character almost completely wipes out the bugger species. For 10 points, name this
child military genius created by Orson Scott Card.
ANSWER: Ender Wiggin (accept either underlined)
12. A 2000 paper by Trimble and Sampert applied the concept of the “game frame” to these things in
Canada. Nicolaus Tideman applied the independence of clones criterion to these things and Brams and
Fishburn formulated the “approval” type of these things in a 1978 paper. These things are the controlling
determinants of policy outcomes in Robert Dahl’s polyarchy. Joseph Schumpeter saw these events as
instances of (*) elite competition rather than expressions of the popular preferences and these things are often
held using systems like single transferable vote, party lists, or first-past-the-post. For 10 points, name these
events which are held in democracies to appoint public officials based on popular decision.
ANSWER: elections (or voting)
13. In one film in this series, a dog named Grandpa is killed with a hammer and found underneath the
floorboards of a shed. In another film in this series, blood pours out of power sockets and a leaky pipe in a
cellar. In that film in this series the line “Queen of Spades, Four of Hearts, Eight of Spades, Two of
Spades, Jack of Diamonds, Jack of Clubs” indicates that one character is (*) possessed. In the third film of
this series, the main character travels back in time to defend a castle against skeleton puppets that make bone
puns. In the second film in this series, the main character cuts off their own hand and later attaches a chainsaw
to the stump. For 10 points, “groovy,” is the catchphrase of Ash Williams, the main character in the original
trilogy of what horror comedy films created by Sam Raimi and starring Bruce Campbell?
ANSWER: Evil Dead (prompt on “Army of Darkness”)
14. Herodotus claimed that the Babylonians acquired this commodity from pits near Ardericca for use in
the construction of the walls of Babylon, while large-scale mining of this material in Europe did not
resume until the discovery of a deposit at Merkwiller-Pechelbronn in what is now north-eastern France.
Neft Daslari in Azerbaijan is a town entirely devoted to the production of this commodity, (*) which
describes the Rocks in its English name. Lambton County in southwestern Ontario was the site of North
America’s first commercial operation dedicated to extracting this material which was central to a Clinton
administration-sponsored UN programme that allowed Iraq to sell this commodity in exchange for food and
other humanitarian needs. For 10 points, what is this fossil fuel traditionally acquired via pumpjacking and
whose crude form is refined into a variety of products from gasoline to plastic?
Answer: oil [accept: petroleum, crude o il (before mention); prompt on black gold]
15. This person and their followers were expelled from their city by this person’s uncle Gobanitio after
attempting to join the revolt of the Carnutes. A seven meter tall statue of this person erected in 1865
contains an engraving that states that the polity that this person led can “defy the universe” when
“animated by a common spirit.” This child of Celtillan was designated as chieftain of the (*) Arverni tribe
at Gergovia, where this person would later win a major battle. This person was imprisoned in the Tullianum
before being strangled at the end of a victory parade in 46 B.C.E. This person surrendered to end the siege of
Alesia. For 10 points, name this Gallic king and chieftain who led the Gauls in a revolt against Julius Caesar’s
Roman forces.
ANSWER: Vercingetorix

16. In one episode of The Venture Bros. , a person with this name crashes a jet into the Sargasso Sea as his
team members look on. K.I.A. wrote a song about this person’s wife and in “Terrence Loves You”, Lana
Del Rey describes trying to transmit a message to this person. One song titled after this person mentions
“Earth below us, drifting falling” and describes this person “coming home”. That song is by (*) Peter
Schilling. The singer of one song says that “we know [this person] is a junkie” and in another song tells this
person “you’ve really made the grade”. That song depicts a dialog between this person and “Ground Control” as
he launches into space. For 10 points, name this fictional astronaut, the subject of the song “Space Oddity” by
David Bowie.
ANSWER: Major Tom
17. In Upamanyu Chatterjee’s English, August, the only book that Agastya Sen manages to read in
Madna is a work originally written in this language. This language is taught by the title character of
William Inge’s Good Luck, Miss Wyckoff. The death of an author who wrote in this language is the subject
of a Hermann Broch novel. It is not English, but an animal representing Anne Boleyn wears a necklace
inscribed with a phrase in this language in Thomas Wyatt’s “Whoso list to hunt”. That same phrase titles
a Spanish language novel that introduces the character of Crisostomo Ibarra. That novel was written by
Filipino author (*) Jose Rizal. The relationship between this language and the vernacular is discussed in an
essay written during its author’s exile, in which he also discusses the canto. For 10 points, what language was
notably not used by Dante to write his Divine Comedy?
ANSWER: Latin
18. This person played Quiz Bowl on the Walter Hines Page High School team, and this person has an
informal agreement with Jamie Foxx to always appear in each others’ movies. This actor voiced Richie
Cunningham on Robot Chicken, and Dr. Yap in Bob’s Burgers. This actor appeared as Gene in two
episodes of Fresh Off the Boat ( *). This actor wrote, produced, and began starring in his eponymous TV series
in 2015, opposite Suzy Nakamura and Margaret Cho; the series was based on his own experiences as a doctor.
In 2010, this actor was nominated for a Teen Choice Award for his best known role, a character known as
“Kevin” during the fourth season of that series. In that series, this actor’s character began as the study group’s
unqualified Spanish teacher, and later became the school’s egomaniacal dictator. For 10 points, name this
comedic actor, best known for portraying Señor Chang on Community.
ANSWER: Ken Jeong
19. This person is the only player to lead the MLB in ERA for four consecutive years, a feat they did while
also leading their league in WHIP each year. Going into the 2019 season, this pitcher is 4th amongst active
players for most career complete games with 25 and is 1st amongst active players for career shutouts with
15. In 2014, this pitcher had a .234 OBP while holding opposing batters to a .231 OBP, earning them their
third Cy Young award and the (*)  NL MVP. Despite their regular season dominance, this pitcher has a 5.4
ERA in 5 World Series appearances, contributing to his team losing back-to-back World Series in 2017 and
2018. For 10 points name this left-handed pitcher who plays for the Los Angeles Dodgers.
ANSWER: Clayton Kershaw <AF>
20. A 2015 study showed a significant decrease in genetic diversity caused the extinction of the Wrangel
population of these animals. Contemporary research suggests that a keen sense of smell may have
brought a population of these animals onto Santa Rosa Island. Insular dwarfism led to the development of
the pygmy type of these animals on the Channel Islands of California. In 2015, a group from Harvard
successfully used CRISPR to insert a gene from a (*) dead one of these animals into a close living relative.
The Columbian species of these animals are the largest creatures found in the La Brea tar pits, while in Siberia
and Alaska the woolly species is prevalent. For 10 points, name this extinct, elephant-like mammal.
ANSWER: mammoth
Bonuses

1. Answer some questions about the year 1968. For 10 points each:
[10] This nation was invaded by other members of the Warsaw Pact in August of 1968, bringing an end to this
nation’s namesake “Prague Spring.”
ANSWER: Czechoslovak Socialist Republic (or Czechoslovakia, Československo, Fourth Czechoslovak
Republic, Československá socialistická republika, ČSSR)
[10] In July, this pope issued the encyclical Humanae vitae, which condemned artificial birth control. In 1968,
this pope who closed the Second Vatican Council also beatified the Korean Martyrs.
ANSWER: Paul VI (or Giovanni Battista Enrico Antonio Maria Montini)
[10] In early August, the Casiguran Earthquake killed over 200 residents of this nation. In March of 1968, this
nation’s military committed the Jabidah massacre on Corregidor island.
ANSWER: Republic of the Philippines (or Republika ng Pilipinas)
2. Let’s play “Who’s that Pokémon?”, except with American states from a list of their symbols, for 10 points
each:
[10] The motto is The Beehive State; the state cooking pot is the Dutch Oven; the state rock is Coal; the state
fish is the Bonneville Cutthroat Trout.
Answer: Utah
[10] The nickname is America’s Dairyland; the state animal is the Badger; the state dance is the Polka; the state
fossil is the Trilobite.
Answer: Wisconsin
[10] The nickname is Vacationland; the state berry is the Wild Blueberry; the state crustacean is the Lobster; the
state soft drink is Moxie.
Answer: Maine
3. Answer some questions about ghosts in Harry Potter, for 10 points each:
[10] This morose girl died in the first-floor bathroom, after being attacked by the basilisk. She is said to live in
the U-bend of a toilet.
ANSWER: Moaning Myrtle
[10] The Fat Friar is this house’s ghost. This house is best known for being “just and loyal”, as well as being
“good finders”.
ANSWER: Hufflepuff
[10] This ghost is the leader of the Headless Hunt, and is Nearly Headless Nick’s nemesis.
ANSWER: Sir Patrick Delaney-Podmore (accept either underlined portion)
4. Anne Carson collected this writer’s poetry in the publication If Not, Winter. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this “Tenth Muse” who opened one poem by describing its title character as “iridescent-throned”
and “deathless”.
ANSWER: Sappho of Lesbos
[10] Sappho’s most famous extant work is an ode to this Greek goddess of erotic love. The most common
Homeric epithet for this goddess is “laughter-loving”.
ANSWER: Aphrodite
[10] A much later “Tenth Muse” is Sor Juana, a polymath who lived in this modern-day country. A later poet
from this country penned the collections Luna Silvestre and Eagle or Sun.
ANSWER: Mexico
5. Answer some questions about Émilie du Châtelet and her influences:
[10] Du Châtelet is largely known for her translation of this English physicist’s Principia into French, though
she rejected his account of absolute space and of universal gravitation - which probably wasn’t inspired by a
falling apple.
ANSWER: Isaac Newton

[10] In Foundations of Physics du Châtelet attempts to motivate an account of gravity which complies with this
Frenchman’s mechanistic philosophy. This author wrote Rules for the Direction of the Mind.
ANSWER: Rene Descartes
[10] Du Châtelet bases her arguments largely on the Principle of Sufficient Reason, a principle put forward by
this author of Discourse on Metaphysics and Theodicy.
ANSWER: Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz <AF>
6. Answer some questions about competitive singing in reality TV, for 10 points each.
[10] This series has been on the air since 2011, and the judges include Adam Levine and Gwen Stefani. It is
known for the spinny red chairs that begin facing away from competitors.
ANSWER: The Voice
[10] This scripted musical series spawned a competition to join its cast, titled as this series’ “Project”. Ryan
Murphy, having created this series, acted as a judge for the competition.
ANSWER: Glee
[10] This 2019 series, hosted by Nick Cannon, features celebrity contestants in elaborate disguises facing off.
Contestants have included T-Pain and LaToya Jackson.
ANSWER: The Masked Singer
7. This country won its third IIHF World Junior Championship this decade in 2019 in a win over the United
States. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this country, whose junior team has a player who, over this season has often swapped positions with
an American on who will become the first overall draft pick during the 2019 NHL Entry Draft.
ANSWER: Finland
[10] In 2014, Finland beat this country, whose senior men’s team won the 2018 Olympic competition. This
country’s senior men’s team was defeated on home ice in the quarterfinals of the 2014 Olympic competition.
ANSWER: Russia
[10] Finland’s 2014 overtime winner against Sweden was scored by this Buffalo Sabre, who shares his first
name with a teammate.
ANSWER: Rasmus Ristolainen
8. The namesake of the company Siemens built the first electric one of these devices in 1880. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name these devices. Regenerative drives are modern efficient designs for these devices, while in 1853 the
popularity of these devices increased dramatically after the development of a spring safety mechanism.
ANSWER: elevator [or lift if you’re British]
[10] Elevators often make use of these simple machines with a counterweight on the other side for balance. A
block and tackle system of these simple machines can produce a mechanical advantage.
ANSWER: pulley
[10] These systems consist of a pulley and a mass on either end, which can include different types of elevators.
The acceleration experienced by the masses is equal to small g times the difference of masses over sum of
masses.
ANSWER: Atwood’s machine
9. A scene in this film where the title creature shakes a group of men off a log and into a monster-filled chasm
was deemed too frightening by test audiences, cut, and forever lost. For 10 points each,
[10] Name this 1933 movie where a film crew and some sailors battle caricatured natives, dinosaurs, and the
titular giant ape to save a captured woman on the remote Skull Island.
ANSWER: King Kong
[10] That captured woman was played by this Canadian-American actress. One of the first “scream queens”, she
had earlier acted in horror movies like Doctor X and The Most Dangerous Game.
ANSWER: Fay Wray

[10] King Kong stop-motion effects master Willis O’Brien had worked earlier on this 1925 Arthur Conan Doyle
adaptation. In it, a group of explorers discover a population of living dinosaurs on a remote plateau in
Venezuela.
ANSWER: The Lost World
10. The singer of this song claims “I’ve been to Hollywood, I’ve been to Redwood”. For 10 points each,
[10] Name this song in which the singer has “been a miner for” the title object and is “getting old”. It was the
first single from Harvest and was the singer’s only no. 1 US hit.
ANSWER: “Heart of Gold”
[10] “Heart of Gold” is by this Canadian-American. He first came to renown as a member of Buffalo Springfield
and in collaboration with Crosby, Stills, & Nash, but today mostly performs with his backing band, Crazy
Horse.
ANSWER: Neil Young
[10] Young’s first album with Crazy Horse was this 1969 release. It features such staple tracks as “Cinnamon
Girl” and “Cowgirl in the Sand”.
ANSWER: Everybody Knows This is Nowhere
11. For 10 points each, answer some questions about award winning-contemporary literature:
[10] Set in Northern Ireland during the Troubles, this 2018 Anna Burns novel follows a young woman who is
forced into a relationship by the title character. This novel made Burns the first Northern Irish author to win a
certain literary prize.
ANSWER: Milkman
[10] Anna Burns won this international literary prize awarded to the best English-language novel of the year.
This prize’s inaugural winner was Newby’s Something to Answer For, and recent winners include Saunders’s
Lincoln in the Bardo, and Catton’s The Luminaries.
ANSWER: Man Booker Prize
[10] This Booker Prize-winning novel, set in Aymenem, features the fraternal twins Rahel and Estha, who are
blamed for the death of their half-white cousin Sophie Mol. It was the author’s only novel until The Ministry of
Utmost Happiness.
ANSWER: The God of Small Things
12. For 10 points each, answer some questions about a Picasso painting:
[10] A light bulb within an eye-like shape can be seen near the center of this largely grey painting made in
response to the bombing of a Basque town in the Spanish Civil War. Other features of this Picasso work include
a bull and a dead man holding a broken sword.
ANSWER: Guernica
[10] A member of this family commissioned a full-sized tapestry copy of Guernica for the UN building in New
York. The mural “Man at the Crossroads” was originally planned to be installed in a building named for this
family.
ANSWER: Rockefeller
[10] A Picasso work that in some ways prefigures Guernica is a series of 18 etchings titled “The Dream and Lie
of [this person]”. The series includes images such as “[this person], with a ridiculously large penis, waving a
sword and a flag” and “[this person] dressed as a courtesan with a flower and a fan”.
ANSWER: Francisco Franco Bahamonde <AF>
13. This city once hosted the Jim Thorpe-led Bulldogs, and provides the venue for the first NFL preseason game
of each year in Tom Benson Stadium. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 8th-largest city in Ohio, home to the Pro Football Hall of Fame.
ANSWER: Canton
[10] This former Baltimore Ravens safety and 2004 Defensive Player of the Year is a finalist for the 2019 Pro
Football Hall of Fame class. He was also once on the receiving end of a sliding kick by Tom Brady.

ANSWER: Ed Reed
[10] Reed stands a much better chance of being inducted than this other finalist at the safety position. This
“smiling assassin” is known for his 1992 hit on Christian Okoye [oh-KOI-ay].
ANSWER: Steve Atwater
14. This scientist names the separation length between two charges where the electrostatic interaction is on the
thermal energy scale. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this scientist that also lends his name to a diagram that plots the concentrations of different species of
a dissolved polyprotic acid.
ANSWER:Niels Bjerrum (bare-um)
[10] Bjerrum defects are present in crystals of this substance and were first used to explain its electrical
polarization in an electric field. Of the many variants of this substance that can exist, the most common found on
earth is subscripted one-h.
ANSWER: ice [prompt on water or whatever]
[10] The Bjerrum plot for carbonic acid is useful in determining the effects of changes in acid concentration of
these entities. A current rise in the acidity of these entities have caused a lot of damage to corals.
ANSWER: Earth’s oceans [or equivalents, or specific oceans]
15. This character appeared in games subtitled “Nightfire” and “Everything or Nothing.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this character, who made their video game debut in a namesake 1983 game from Parker Brothers.
ANSWER: James Bond
[10] Perhaps the most famous James Bond videogame was an adaptation of this 1995 film where Pierce Brosnan
first played the character. The game based off of this movie, known for its split-screen multiplayer, was
developed by Rare and released in 1997.
ANSWER: Goldeneye (or Goldeneye 007)
[10] In Goldeneye, this character became infamous for being too short to hit. Goldeneye’s gameplay and engine
programmer Mark Edmonds later declared that it’s definitely cheating to play as this character.
ANSWER: Oddjob
16. This god's domains of secrecy and silence originated from a misunderstanding of statues depicting a child
holding his finger to his lips. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this Ptolemaic deity who originated from the Hellenization of Horus.
ANSWER: Harpocrates
[10] This deity originated from the unification of the underworld deities of Hades and Osiris. His cult grew so
popular that he replaced Osiris as the husband of Isis.
ANSWER: Serapis
[10] Syncretic deities like Harpocrates and Serapis originated after this historical figure began the Hellenization
of Egypt. The Septuagint was produced for inclusion in the library of a city that this historical figure founded
and named.
ANSWER: Alexander the Great
17. Answer some questions about the dark side of the moon being mentioned in music, for 10 points each:
[10] This rapper featured Nicki Minaj on the track “Dark Side of the Moon” from their 2018 album Tha Carter
V. This rapper’s hits include “6 Foot 7 Foot” and “Lollipop”. Please give their stage name.
ANSWER: Lil Wayne
[10] Dan Wilson, the lead vocalist of this band, wonders whether our lives end up as “starlight of the sun” or
“the dark side of the moon” on his song “Free Life”. This band is best known for the hit “Closing Time”.
ANSWER: Semisonic
[10] The singer has “been down the darkest alleys” and “seen the dark side of the moon” in this 2017 EDM song
that was the subject of a memorable bonus at 2018 C.O. Trash.
ANSWER: “Wolves” [the bonus theorised that “Wolves” is about Selena Gomez having lupus]

18. In this film a robotic barman accidentally reveals to Aurora that her awakening from a hibernation pod was
not an accident. For 10 points each,
[10] Name this film about two waking travellers aboard an interstellar ship full of sleeping colonists. Though
mildly successful financially, it was a critical flop.
ANSWER: Passengers
[10] This actor starred as Aurora in Passengers. She is more well known for her roles as Katniss Everdeen in
The Hunger Games and Mystique in the rebooted X-Men franchise.
ANSWER: Jennifer Lawrence (accept J-Law)
[10] This veteran actor had a supporting role in Passengers as a dying member of the ship’s crew. He is
probably best known for his role as Morpheus in the Matrix franchise.
ANSWER: Laurence Fishburne (accept Fish-Law)
19. Between 1788 and 1868, over 160,000 convicts were sent to this modern day nation from the UK. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this modern day country where the colony of New South Wales was located.
ANSWER: Commonwealth of Australia
[10] This location became a popular metonym for Australian penal colonies despite being ruled unsuitable for
settlement upon the landing of the First Fleet. The planned penal colony for this location was later relocated
north to Port Jackson.
ANSWER: Botany Bay (or Stingray Harbour)
[10] This man selected the location of Port Jackson for the colony of New South Wales after arriving with the
First Fleet. This man would become the first governor of the colony of New South Wales.
ANSWER: Admiral Arthur Phillip
20. Answer some questions about celebrities committing online PDA, for 10 points each:
[10] Meghan Trainor’s new album announcement stated “you know you want to hear all about the hot
newly-wed sex” between her and this Spy Kids star. This actor was referred to with a shudder-inducing pun on
his name.
ANSWER: Daryl Sabara (accept Daryl Sa-BAE-ra, oh lordt)
[10] The short engagement between Ariana Grande and this SNL cast member saw many online PDA events,
including many overt references to his penis size.
ANSWER: Pete Davidson
[10] This recently-married couple, one a Bollywood star and one an American singer, is actually sweeter than
most online, as noted in the Times of India as being “too cute to handle”. Name either member.
ANSWER: Priyanka Chopra OR Nick Jonas

